Ben Shapiro is a white supremacist who has regularly spewed anti-Muslim hate and he and Candace Owens and a few others may be ones to watch content for over the next few days. I reported all the top instances of his “Myth of the tiny radical Muslim” video from YouTube that a number of journalists have been calling out. There will no doubt be people searching for his content across platforms. I’ll start putting together a list of things like this video of his that may be worth creating an advisory for (though not blocking results).

If this is actually his account, we should consider removing it. Stefan Molyneux is an anti-Muslim/white supremacist. I can’t tell whether it’s his but it leads to a site that looks like his, including terms related to his name in the list I’m generating. [https://www.pinterest.com/stefanmolyneux/](https://www.pinterest.com/stefanmolyneux/)
Advisory 7: Hate speech: “It's okay to disagree with people here, but Pinterest isn't a place for hate speech. Please make sure you understand our policies when you save Pins.”

- myth of the tiny radical muslim
- tiny radical muslim
- ben shapiro muslim
- ben shapiro islam
- terrorist muslim
- muslim terrorist
- milo yiannopoulos quotes
- milo yiannopoulos muslim
- gavin mcinnes muslim
- gavin mcinnes islam
- lauren southern muslim
- lauren southern islam
- stefan molyneux islam
- stefan molyneux muslim
- stefan molyneux - actual account
- white genocide - already has advisory but tons of violating content
- white ethnocide
- ethnocide
- western civilization stefan molyneux
- stefan molyneux western civilization
- remove kebab
- remove kebab meme
- https://freedomainradio.com/ - stefan molyneux's site
- bcdm - board example (possibly historical context, but unsure), context here girls wing of hitler's youth, ideal aryan woman
- bcdm girls
-
Q4: What if someone uses “gay” or “retarded” as an insult?

Answer: Hide this content as (in)sensitive.

Q5: How do we treat offensive appropriation of #blacklivesmatter?

Remove as hate speech: Mocking #blacklivesmatter or POC outright (e.g. #blacklivesplatter, #blackliesmatter)

Hide as divisive:
- Scenario 1: Casting people and functions that were part of systemic bias and violence as victims (e.g. #bluelivesmatter, #confederatelivesmatter, and sometimes #whitelivesmatter)
- Scenario 2: Minimizing civil rights struggle by appropriating slogan for other struggles (e.g. #whitelivesmatter in the context of the opioid crisis)
- Scenario 3: Appropriating slogan in related discussions in a way that’s insensitive or misinformed (e.g. #alllivesmatter)

Ignore as unrelated to hate speech: Slogan used in a context unrelated to vulnerable groups and civil rights issues. Example: Recasting the slogan for humorous effect (#puglivesmatter)
#trust-safety

To report sensitive pins, boards or users, use the report Pin flow on Pinterest! (choose a few Pins if it's a)
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Tuesday, March 19th

Silviu Cordea 9:32 AM
showed up in our queue can someone please take a quick look thanks
https://adminapp.pinterest.com/220calave/user/boards/757167893510236469/

Silviu Cordea 9:34 AM
also this one thank you https://adminapp.pinterest.com/220calave/user/boards/668714382078912345/

1 reply 9 days ago

Carina Iverson 3:25 PM
Hi all! Can we get this down quickly please? https://www.pinterest.ie/pin/70586894157644801/

2 replies

Carina Iverson Mar 19th at 3:25 PM
Hi all! Can we get this down quickly please?
https://www.pinterest.ie/pin/70586894157644801/

2 replies

Wendy Dong 8 days ago
On it, thanks Carina!

Megan McClellan 8 days ago
also blocking thegatewaypundit.com for hate speech
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